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2017 in brief
A very positive result

In an uncertain economic and political environment, marked by the shock 
of Brexit, the unpredictability of Trump’s presidency and the rejection  
of the Corporate Tax Reform III, the results of our business development 
activities were very good in 2017. Western Switzerland achieved its best year  
on the American and Chinese markets, despite an increased international 
competition for the establishment of companies.



Quality above quantity

The strategy adopted by the GGBa over the past few years, 
which consists in prioritizing the quality rather than the 
quantity of the investment projects, keeps bearing fruit. 
Most of the companies established in Western Switzerland 
in 2017 are active in the very high-tech sectors of life 
sciences, information and communication technology 
and precision engineering. The GGBa contributes to  
the present and future prosperity of the region.

Strengthening the positioning  
of Western Switzerland

A new thematic approach was developed to promote the 
region as a leading pole of innovation in six chosen areas 
of excellence : health, environment and energy, mobility, 
data science, security, and advanced manufacturing.

Brexit : a targeted approach

The United Kingdom is traditionally one of Switzerland’s 
main competitors in the field of foreign direct investments. 
London, in particular, hosts 40% of the European 
headquarters of the Top 250 international groups. 
Following the referendum of June 2016, the GGBa reacted 
quickly in order to evaluate the opportunities linked to  
the Brexit, before undertaking targeted prospecting 
activities in the sectors of IT, fintech and life sciences.  
It continues to follow with great interest the evolution  
of the situation with a proactive approach.

The key role of business intelligence

Monitoring international news allows on one hand to 
detect potential targets, and on the other hand to identify 
and to anticipate the trends of foreign direct investments 
in order to adapt and refine a strategy. It is very clearly an 
essential activity for the GGBa, which intensified its media 
monitoring and business intelligence work in 2017.

Outlook for 2018

Working in an unstable and extremely competitive 
environment, the GGBa remains nimble and continues to 
focus on high value-added projects. With a professional 
and motivated team, a clear strategy and adapted tools, 
and thanks to the excellent collaboration between all the 
players of the investment promotion network, the GGBa 
is confident and optimistic for the future.
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2017  
in figures
In a joint effort, the GGBa and the cantonal economic development  
offices supported in 2017 the establishment of 88 companies  
in Western Switzerland.
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Established companies  
by sector of activity

Life sciences Information and 
communication 

technology

Micro and nano-
technologies 

and precision 
engineering

Financial services 
and international 

trading

Watchmaking, 
luxury goods, 

cosmetics and 
perfumes

Energy and 
environment

Services

88 established 
companies

Other

+239 +110 +25 +37 +183 +83

+16 +21 +7 +11 +4 +4 +12 +13

955 estimated 
jobs (year 3)

+42+236
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North and South America 

Asia-Pacific

Europe

Rest of the world

Established companies by origin

+14

+41

+18

+15

+77

+517

+248

+113

88 established 
companies

955 estimated 
jobs (year 3)
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Assessment visits to 
Western Switzerland

240 companies from 35 countries visited Western Switzerland 
in 2017. This represents a total of 307 first corporate visits, 
with some companies visiting several cantons.

240 assessment
visits

+112
Europe

+51
North and South  

America

+51
Asia-Pacific

+26
Rest of  

the world
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Clusters of 
excellence,  
growing stronger
In its promotion and prospecting activities, the GGBa targets companies 
capable of strengthening the priority expertise poles of Western Switzerland 
and of filling possible gaps in the region’s value chains.
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iGenius is an Artificial Intelligence company that researches 
and develops software solutions with the goal of simplifying 
the relationship between data and people. With a team of 
over 50 people and offices in Milan, London, San Francisco 
and now Sierre, it is one of the fastest-growing tech 
startups. In June 2016 iGenius launched crystal, the first  
virtual advisor for business intelligence, in collaboration 
with Facebook, Google, Twitter and LinkedIn.

Switzerland’s leading center for 
information and communication 
technology

iGenius’ new office is located at Techno-Pôle, Switzerland’s 
leading center for information and communication 
technology. Created in 1989, it hosts about 70 companies 
and three research institutes of the HES-SO Valais-Wallis 
(Information Systems, Tourism, Entrepreneurship and 
Management) as well as the Icare Institute, for a total of 
around 600 employees. The presence of complementary 
actors under one roof stimulates the creativity and 
favors the emergence of innovative solutions. In 2017,  
the research institutes based at Techno-Pôle worked on 
more than 700 industrial projects.

Country of origin Italy

Sector Artificial Intelligence

Swiss location Sierre

Activity Research and development

Estimated job creation 100

Shaping the future of 
Artificial Intelligence 
with Google and 
Facebook

“ At iGenius, we are strong believers in conversation 
as the future of data intelligence. The opening of our 
Sierre office was a huge milestone for us and is giving 
crystal, our first product, a major upgrade. We are 
very excited to be working with top minds from Idiap 
and HES-SO Valais-Wallis to achieve the best in terms  
of AI research and development. ”

Uljan Sharka 
CEO and founder 
iGenius

(year 3)
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LASEA is a Belgian company specialized in high precision 
laser machining : marking, welding, engraving, drilling, cutting, 
texturing, and the removal of thin layers. For more than 10 
years, LASEA has been a pioneer in the field of femtosecond 
laser machines. Based in Liège, the company is also present 
in Bordeaux, San Diego, and now Biel.

Biel, a high-tech city

At the heart of industrial Switzerland, Switzerland Innovation 
Park Biel/Bienne brings together companies, researchers 
and specialists. It is focused on applied research 
connected to industrial technologies such as mechatronics, 
microelectronic systems and sensor technology, as well as 
materials and production technologies.

Country of origin Belgium

Sector Laser micromachining

Swiss location Biel

Activity Testing and commercialization  
of machines

Estimated job creation  15

“ The bilingual city of Biel has a unique know-how in the field 
of precision, which finds applications in sectors that are key 
for us such as high-end watchmaking, medical technology 
and the automotive industry. LASEA has been active  
in Switzerland since its creation in 1999. Thanks to our new 
Swiss subsidiary, we are now able to serve our customers 
even more efficiently. ”

Philippe Chavanne 
Director 
LASEA Switzerland

The laser in  
the service of high-
tech industry

(year 3)
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Country of origin United States

Sector Biopharma

Swiss Location Yverdon-les-Bains

Activity Production of monoclonal 
antibodies

Jobs (at opening) 70, with potential to expand 
further

“ We chose Yverdon-les-Bains for our production facility 
because of the quality of the facilities, the pool of 
international talent and world-renowned universities and 
scientific community in the region, and its central location 
and accessibility. ”

Hervé Hoppenot 
Chief Executive Officer 
Incyte

Incyte Biosciences International Sàrl is the Swiss 
subsidiary of Incyte Corporation (NASDAQ : INCY), 
a U.S.-headquartered global biopharmaceutical 
company focused on the discovery, development and 
commercialization of novel medicines for cancer and 
other serious diseases. Founded in 2002 in Wilmington, 
Delaware, Incyte opened its European offices in Geneva in 
2015, before acquiring ARIAD Pharmaceuticals’ European 
operations in 2016. In 2017, the Company announced 
its plans to further expand its operations in Switzerland 
via the establishment of a production site in the Y-PARC 
Science and Technology Park in Yverdon-les-Bains.

Growing a European 
business from 
Switzerland

Incyte continues its development in Switzerland

June 2014
First contact between the GGBa  
and Incyte’s U.S. management

October 2015
Opening of Incyte’s first European office 

in Geneva

May 2016
Acquisition of ARIAD Pharmaceuticals 
European operations, based at the 
Biopôle in Epalinges

November 2017
Announcement of the establishment  
of a 60,000 m2 production plant at 
Y-PARC in Yverdon-les-Bains
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With 12,000 people in 35 countries, COFCO International 
is the overseas agribusiness platform for COFCO 
Corporation, China’s largest food and agri company.  
In 2017, COFCO International handled 110 million tons  
of agri commodities with revenues of $37 billion.  
The company is accelerating its growth to create  
a world-class integrated global agriculture supply chain 
company, anchored in China but competing globally, from 
its foundations in the Chinese and Asian markets’ steadily 
growing food consumption demand.

A global commodity trading hub

The establishment in Geneva of COFCO International’s 
Global Corporate and Trading Headquarters consolidates 
and further strengthens the city’s leading position in the 
commodity trading sector, in particular in relation to 
cereals and grains. Today, one third of the global trade 
and three quarters of Europe’s commodity commerce are 
negotiated in the Swiss city. The Lake Geneva region also 
handles half of the global coffee and sugar transactions, 
and more than a third of the world’s oil and rice.

Country of origin China

Sector Agrifood

Swiss location Geneva

Activitiy Trading

A global agrifood 
leader in the heart 
of Geneva

“ As we look to expanding our business globally and 
strengthening our worldwide origination, logistics and 
trading capabilities, Switzerland serves as a key strategic 
location for COFCO International. We chose to establish 
our global headquarters in Geneva as it is one of the 
most important centers for international trade and trade 
finance and gives us access to the highly educated and 
qualified human resources we need. The local authorities 
were exceptionally helpful and supportive – we feel 
welcome here. ”

Johnny Chi 
CEO 
COFCO International
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In 2017, Western Switzerland attracted many renowned American  
and Chinese companies, such as Incyte and COFCO.

Focus  
on two key 
markets 
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High technology as 
a common thread
With 16 established firms, including several world-
class companies, the GGBa and the cantonal economic 
development offices achieved their best performance 
on the U.S. market in 2017. This success is the result of  
a very selective targeting of technology-oriented companies 
seeking to expand internationally, and for which access to 
a specialized know-how and a qualified workforce plays  
a key role in the investment location decision.

The issue of corporate taxation

The U.S. Congress passed a comprehensive tax reform 
bill at the end of last year. Under the new legislation, 
companies benefit from a tax rate reduction to 21% and 
are encouraged to shift activities and profits back to  
the United States. It is difficult to make predictions  
on the consequences that this could have on Switzerland 
as a business location, but the investment decisions of 
U.S. companies may be affected. The GGBa is monitoring 
the situation very closely and confirms its strategic 
orientation of focusing more on attracting technology-
based rather than tax-driven investment projects.

Corporate taxation is a major issue on this side of  
the Atlantic too. It is essential that the Tax Proposal 17  
be adopted swiftly, so that Switzerland can maintain  
a competitive and predictable legal framework and respect 
its commitments vis-à-vis the international community.

United States

The presence of the GGBa in the main technology 
hubs – California, East Coast and Texas – follows the 
same logic. Thanks to a new partnership with swissnex, 
the network of science and technology outposts managed 
by Switzerland’s State Secretariat for Education, Research 
and Innovation (SERI), in July the GGBa inaugurated offices  
at swissnex Boston and at swissnex San Francisco. This 
proximity to the Swiss and American business and innovation 
community will generate new synergies and support  
the GGBa in its technological approach.
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Welcome to China’s Silicon Valley

“ A dynamic business base, leading companies, cutting-
edge know-how in the health, finance and precision 
industry sectors, a “ Made in ” label that stands for  
superior quality,… Western Switzerland and the region 
around Shenzhen share many common points. 
At the same time, they couldn’t be more different. 
Geographically, the megalopolis of the Pearl River Delta 
covers a territory of about 200,000 km2, almost five 
times Switzerland, and counts a population – extremely 
young and cosmopolitan – of 50 million inhabitants. 
These similarities and contrasts explain the need and  
the importance of having a local presence. ”

Shun Zhou 
GGBa China  
Chief Representative

A record 
year, exciting 
opportunities
2017 was an excellent year for China, with 12 established 
companies, including big names such as COFCO, Biostime 
or Beijing Tong Ren Tang. In its business development 
activities, the Shanghai-based team continued to favor 
the quality and the sustainability of the investment projects. 
The visit of president Xi Jinping to Switzerland in January, 
and Doris Leuthard’s participation in the “ Silk Road ”  
summit in Beijing in May, contributed to giving new 
momentum to the bilateral relations between both 
countries, while fostering investments.

Against this favorable backdrop, the GGBa decided to 
open a second office in China, more precisely in Shenzhen. 
Operational from March 2018, this new office will ensure 
a better coverage of the region surrounding the Pearl 
River Delta, in the south of the country. Formerly a small 
fishing village in the vicinity of Hong Kong, Shenzhen 
has experienced a rapid development over the last 
30 years, under the leadership of Deng Xiaoping and its 
policy of economic openness. Today, the city is known as 
China’s Silicon Valley, with a proliferation of high-potential 
technology startups and the presence of industry giants 
such as DJI, ZTE, Huawei or Tencent.

This rapprochement between Shenzhen and Western 
Switzerland is not unprecedented. In 2015, the Chinese 
city and the canton of Bern set up a partnership aimed 
at promoting close economic cooperation. Shenzhen 
is particularly interesting because of its expertise in the 
precision industry, electronics and telecommunications, 
as well as in medical technologies.

China
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The contribution of all the local actors of innovation is key to making 
Western Switzerland shine internationally. Since its creation, the GGBa  
has developed effective synergies with the four regional thematic platforms  
(AlpICT, BioAlps, Micronarc, CleantechAlps) and collaborates actively  
with the technology parks and incubators present in the region.

More recently, fruitful relations have been established with the Switzerland 
Innovation network, launched in 2016, and in particular with the Park 
Network West EPFL and the Park Biel/Bienne. The GGBa also works  
in close cooperation with Switzerland Global Enterprise and its  
Swiss Business Hubs around the world.

Collaborations 
and synergies
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CEO, BioFactory 
Competence Center (BCC)

What is BCC and what makes it unique ?

Ian Marison : The BioFactory Competence Center (BCC) 
provides support to the biopharmaceutical industry at 
all levels, from training staff to designing and operating 
modular facilities. There are only two such competence 
centers in Europe, the other one is in Ireland. Our training 
center is unique in Switzerland. Since 2016, we have 
trained more than 500 people in real working conditions, 
including 20%   from abroad.

How did the collaboration between the BCC and  
the GGBa start ?

Ian Marison : The GGBa is known for being a facilitator : 
it knows how to open the right doors at the right time. 
As a new platform with international ambitions, we were 
interested in a collaboration from the beginning. In 2017, 
we participated in several life sciences events in the United 
States and in France. Thanks to the support of the GGBa, 
we were able to establish good contacts with dozens of 
leading companies. In some cases, contracts are currently 
being finalized.

“ The GGBa is known for being  
a facilitator : it knows how to open 
the right doors at the right time. ”

What do you particularly appreciate in this 
collaboration ?

Ian Marison : Through its dynamism and its network, the 
GGBa is a very important business provider for us. Always 
attentive to the companies’ needs, the GGBa helps them 
find solutions to their problems, which often concern a lack 
of specialized staff. That’s where we come in. By training 
professionals in the pharmaceutical industry coming from 
Switzerland, Europe and the world, the BCC will make 
Fribourg into a center of excellence in biopharmaceutical 
training and services.

Three questions  
to Ian Marison
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CEO, swiss aeropole
What is the collaboration between the GGBa and swiss 
aeropole about ? 

Urs Ryf : We develop swiss aeropole with a small team, 
thus the contribution of our institutional partners is 
crucial. For us it is also very valuable to be able to count 
on the long experience brought by the GGBa employees  
in the field of investment promotion.

What is swiss aeropole and what makes it unique ?

Urs Ryf : swiss aeropole is Switzerland’s first business park 
dedicated to the aeronautics, aerospace and autonomous 
systems sectors. The possibility of direct access to the 
runway for small to large aircrafts and the proximity of 
Switzerland’s main air base are unique assets for such 
a project. In addition, we can offer customized solutions 
according to each company’s individual needs.

“ The GGBa knows exactly to which 
companies it is relevant to present 
our project. ”

How do you envision the future of this collaboration ?

Urs Ryf : Since swiss aeropole has a clear focus on 
specific business sectors, we are not in direct competition 
with other technology parks. The GGBa knows exactly to 
which companies it is relevant to present our project. Our 
collaboration is based on regular information sharing, 
which allows us to plan and target our prospecting 
activities in the best way, with the goal to spread our vision 
and motto “ where aviation inspires creation ”.

Three questions  
to Urs Ryf

WHERE AVIATION INSPIRES CREATION
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President, BioAlps

What is the Health Valley and what makes it unique ?

Benoît Dubuis : The Health Valley is a life sciences 
cluster stretching from canton Valais to Geneva and 
as far north as Neuchâtel and Bern. It counts nearly 
1,100 companies employing 27,000 highly qualified 
professionals and is one of the three largest life 
sciences hubs in the world together with Boston and 
Shanghai. The density and diversity of the skills that 
can be found here are unparalleled, as is the quality of 
the interactions between research, industry, academia, 
and the political sphere. 

How does the collaboration between the GGBa and 
BioAlps work ?

Benoît Dubuis : The development of the life sciences 
cluster requires that the know-how, strengths and potential 
of the Health Valley be valued, and that international 
companies come to establish themselves in the region 
to reinforce innovation. The GGBa and BioAlps jointly 
address these needs. In concrete terms, this is done through  
cross-participating in conferences, establishing relations 
with foreign companies and delegations, following-up on and 
integrating the newly established companies, and through 
mutual visibility on our respective communication channels.

“ More than 60% of life sciences jobs 
are generated by foreign companies 
that came to Switzerland in the past 
20 years. ”

How does the GGBa contribute to promoting the Health 
Valley internationally ?

Benoît Dubuis : More than 60% of life sciences jobs are 
generated by foreign companies that came to Switzerland 
in the past 20 years. The presence of the GGBa in countries 
where scientific entrepreneurship is very dynamic  
has contributed significantly to the arrival of innovative 
companies to the region. Let us also not forget the 
“ side effects ” of the promotion and networking activities 
conducted by the GGBa, such as the attraction of venture 
capital and talent. For the Health Valley, if the GGBa did not 
exist, it should be invented.

Three questions  
to Benoît Dubuis
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Towards  
a 360 degrees 
communication
In 2017, the GGBa focused on digital and event communication.  
It strengthened its presence on the web and organized various events  
in Switzerland and abroad.
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Digital without borders

The website, launched at the end of 2016, is now available 
in English, French, German and Chinese. Economic, 
scientific and industrial news are published on a regular 
basis, as well as information on sectoral events taking 
place in Western Switzerland. This content is also available 
on the website of Switzerland Global Enterprise and shared 
on the recently created GGBa LinkedIn company page. 

Five electronic newsletters were sent in 2017 to 
approximately 8,000 contacts worldwide. Tailor-made digital 
communication tools were developed for the Chinese market, 
with the launch of an account on Weibo, a microblogging 
platform similar to Twitter, and the creation of a page 
on WeChat, a very popular mobile messaging app in China.

Events in Switzerland and abroad

In Switzerland, the GGBa took part in several events, 
among others the “ Trophées de la Chambre de Commerce 
et de l’Industrie France Suisse ” in Montreux in February, 
the “ Horasis India ” conference in Interlaken in June, and 
the BioAlps Networking Day in Lausanne in November. 
Besides its traditional “ GGBa Night ”, a networking event 
that took place in Bern in January, the GGBa organized 
in December an evening event in honor of the “ Club 
de Paris des directeurs de l’innovation ” in Lausanne,  
a unique meeting opportunity between the French and 
Swiss innovation communities. 

In France, the GGBa hosted two events organized by 
the Wine & Business Club dedicated to the secrets of 
Switzerland’s competitiveness, which took place in Paris 
and in Lyon in March and June respectively and brought 
together more than 400 people. In the United States, the 
GGBa inaugurated in July its new offices at swissnex in 
Boston and at Pier 17 in San Francisco. 

In Italy, an event was organized in Turin in October,  
in collaboration with BioAlps. Also in October, a networking 
evening was organized in China in partnership with  
the Consulate General of Switzerland in Chengdu.

The GGBa in the media 

The GGBa also increased its visibility in the print and 
audiovisual media, as well as in the specialized press. 
In France, an interview was published by “ La Tribune ” 
and a radio program was broadcast on RMC in which  
the GGBa explained what is behind Switzerland’s success as  
an innovative nation. 

In China, China Business Network, the country’s largest 
financial and business information TV channel, produced 
a program on Chinese investments in Switzerland and the 
role of the GGBa.



About the 
GGBa
Founded on January 1st, 2010, the Greater Geneva Bern area (GGBa) regroups 
the cantons of Bern, Fribourg, Vaud, Neuchâtel, Geneva and Valais. The GGBa’s 
mission is to attract foreign companies which will sustainably strengthen  
the priority expertise poles of Western Switzerland and create high 
value-added jobs. More specifically, the GGBa originates projects through 
its business development activities in foreign countries and transmits them  
to its member cantons, which are in charge of implementing them. 


